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SUMMARY
We present a finiie-differente modeling technique for stalar, two-dimensional wave propagation in
a medium containing a large number of small-scale cracks . The embedding medium can be het-
erogeneous . The boundaries of the cracks are not represented in the finite-difference mesh but
the cracks are incorporated as distributed point sources . This enables the use of grid cells that
are considerably larger than the crack sites . The method is accurate and computationally very fast .

INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneities that are much smaller than the seismic wavelength cannot be distinguished individ-

ually using seismic waves, but nevertheless can have a significant effect on the amplitude and phase
of the transmitted wave field . In the long-wavelength limit, a homogeneous embedding containing
small-scaie heterogeneities effectively behaves as a hornogeneous medium, in which small-scala het-

erogeneities manifest themselves through apparent anisotropy and/or attenuation and_dispersion .
Most methods concerning wave propagation in media witti embedded inclusions are based on this
concept of an effective medium.

For the case of a large number of cracks embedded in a homogeneous medium, accurate integral-
equation techniques have been developed by Muijres et al . (1998) . Both Muijres' method and the
effective medium methods are not applicable to the case of cracks in the direct vicinity of a boundary
or embedded in a heterogeneous medium . Nevertheless, these situations might arise when studying,
for instante, wave propagation through a cracked reservoir in a layered earth,or when investigating
the propagation of boundary waves in tunnel walls containing cracks . Finite-difference techniques
are well suited for solving wave propagation problems in heterogeneous media . The presente of
cracks in this type of methods is accounted for by incorporating explicit boundary conditions at
the crack location (see, for instante, Carcione, 199 6) . This implies that each crack boundary has
to be incorporated in the finite-difference mesh, requiring a prohibitive amount of grid points in
the case of a large number of small-scale cracks . In the. present paper, a finite-difference technique
is presented for the computation of wave propagation of stalar, two-dimensional waves in a het-
erogeneous medium containing a large number of smal]-scale cracks . Instead of imposing explicit
boundary conditions at the crack boundaries, oir method accounts for the presente of the cracks by

introducing secondary point sources, the strength of which is computed using perturbation theory .
In order to represent the point sources properly on a coarse finite-difference grid, an asymptotic

method is used based on the integral representation of the scattered wave field of a smal] crack . The
method is developed for the two-dimensional stalar case but can be extended to three dimensions
and to the elastic case .

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHO D

We consider stalar two-dimensional wave propagation in an inhomogeneous medium containing
a large number of smal]--scale cracks characterized by the Neumann boundary condition . In this
paper, we distoss the case of a Huid medium containing rigid cracks and formulate the problem in
terras of the pressure . An identical formulation would deséribe the two-dimensional propagation o f
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SH waves in a solid containing .stress-free cracks if the pressure in our formulation is replacéd by
the cross-line horizontal component of the partiele velocity . The total, pressure, p, is first split into
the incident field, p`Rc and scattered field, ps`, in the following way : 'p p (X, t ) '= pànc~x, t) +p 3O (x, t~ .
The incident field, which would be present in the absence of thé cracks, satisfies the wave equation

without any explicit boundary conditions on the cracks :

(C-2 aEt - Q ) p inc (X , t ) = S (X , t) , ( 1 ) '

where s is the source thát generates the incident wavefield . . It can be shown that the scattered
field, accounting for the presence of the cracks , satisfies the following wave equation :

(C-zatt - A) p` (X , t ) ba q„, q„, ( t ) A m • V (S (X - Xm ~ ~ (2 )
m

where the m is the index labeling the m-th crack, a„, is its half width, n,n the unit normal vector

to the crack, ó is the Dirac delta function and qm is the secondary source strength . With the aid
of perturbation theory, this secondary source streitgth can be related to the incident field at the
crack center x,,, by the relation (Muijres et al ., 1998) :

(t)

In the derivation of Eq.(3), we have assumed that the crack is small with respect to the domi-
nant wavelength of the incident wave and have neglected the interaction between cracks . For the
computation of the incident field given by Eq :(J.), we have used the finite-difference scheme by
Dablain (1986) witti fourth-order temporal and eighth-order spatial accuracy : After computation
of the incident field, the scattered field is computed by solving Eq.(2) using a similar scheme . The .
presence of the cracks is now acco~nted for by'secondary point sources representing the cracks .
The strength of each secondáry source is related to the incident field through relation (3) . Com-
putátion of the scattered field in this way implies that a large number of point sources have to

be considered that do not have to coincidé witti thé grid points . Because point sources cannot be
accurately represented in a finite difference scheme - in particular if the position of the crack does
not coincide witti a grid point - subgrid modeling is used . This means that the effect of Bach crack
has to be distributed over its surrounding grid points . These grid points together should produce
the same scattered field as the crack. Briefly, this is done as follows: First, the scattered field
close to Bach crack is .approximated by its asymptotic value . Then, the finite-difFerence operator
is applied to this scattered field resulting in a numerically constructed source distribution of each
crack . This source distribution is subsequently used as source term in stead of the pointsources on

the right-hand side of Eq .(2) . It can be shown, that Eq .(2) caii then be written a s

(
C-2att - 0~ p$~ ( X, t ) iram (Ao(x,xrn)qm(t) + A2 ( X , X m ) ~attgm ( t )

m

+A4(Xe xm) é att t tgm(t) (4)

The coefficients Ao, A2 and A4 depend on the actual finite-difference operator used . A numerica.lly
generated source distribution generated in this way is illustrated in Figure 1 for one single crack .
The numerically constructed source distribution of all cracks over the grid points is now used as

right-hand skie of Eq.(2) .
We have implemented this«method and validated it for both a single crack and a model containing
4000 cracks in a homogeneous embedding by comparing its results witti the result obtained using

an accurate integral-equation method and the results veere very similar .
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SIMULATION OF ,A C ROSS-WEEL EXPERIMENT
To illustrate the versatility of our method, we have simulated a cross-well experiment . We consider

a low-velocity layer, .containing cracks,, between two high-vetocity layers . The geometry is shown in
Figure 2 . A seismic sóurce ; situated in the low-velocity layer, generates the wave field ; the wavefielci
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Figure 1: Numerically constructed source distribution of a horizontally_ oriented crack (a) and a
vertical cross-sectio, thTOugh the center of the crack (b) . The sourcé valces are computed by applying
the discrete wave operator to the scattered pressure in the grid points .

is computed at the receivers, positioned in a vertical borehole .When the source is located in the
low-velocity layer in between the two high-vetocity layers, most 'energy emitted by the source
wilt 'remgin trapeed in this lager as a "guided" wave . The density p is constant everywhere ; the

lager contains 4000 cracks . We consider four cases : the case without cracks, and the cases witti
hori2óntally, vertically, and randomly oriented cracks, respectively. Figure 3 shows the results
for a receiver within the lager, located at (1000,15D0), for all four cases . In Figure 3(a), we ca n

distinguish the different arrivals of the reflections . Figure 3(b) is a detail of Figure 3(a) . It clearly

shows, that the signal for the case of .horizontally oriented cracks coincides witti the incident field

until about t = 0 .44 s . Horizontally . oriented cracks have hardly ány effect on the wave field as lon g

as it propagates parallel to the cracks . After reflection, the direction of the wave field hal change d

giving rise to more scattering by the, horizontally oriented cracks . The cracks have the largest effec t

when oriented vertically ; . randomly oriented cracks have intermediate ; effécts . Compared to the

incident field, we observe two effectsi the presence of the cracks affects the amplitudes and als o

results in a time delay. ~wo l
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Figure 2 : Geo7rcetry of the . cross-welt simulatáon . A low-velocity lager (c = 2500 m/s)„ containing

4000 randoml y positioned cracks, is embedded in two high -vetocity lagers (c = 3500 m/s) . The
seismic source is located in the low-vetocity lager (at the left-hand side), whereas the receivers are
positioned in a vertical borehole at the right .
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Figure 3: Detailed comparison ]or a receiver'at (1000,1500) for thé case of Fig . 2. Results are
shown for the following cases : ' (i) no cracks (incident field only), (ii) all cracks horizontally aligned,
(iii) all cracks vertically aligned, (iv) cracks randomly óriented. (à) Resudts between 0.3-s and 0.6
s, (b) Detail between 0.42 s and 0.48 s. -•

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a finite-difference method for computing the scattering of two-

dimensional, stalar, waves by many sma11-scale cracks, characterized by à Neumann boundary
conditien . This problem arises both in the scattering of 5H waves in á sólid containing stress-free

cracks and in the scattering of pressure waves in a Huid containing rigid cracks . As the cracks can
be embedded in a hetero' geneóus medium, our method is an exténsion to methods baséd on integrál
equations which require a homógeneous background .

We have solved the problem of representing a small crack on a finite differénce grid by deriving a

suitable numerical source term . This has resulted in a substantial reduction of cómputing time,
without appreciable loss of accuracy, as becamé clear from the comparisons with the method of
Muijres et al . (1998) .
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